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This month, we put the
miniLIFT from Auto Bench
in the spotlight.

What is it?
The miniLIFT from Auto Bench is a vehicle lift powered
solely by air. It will raise a vehicle from the front, rear or side, and is
extremely powerful and stable. With reduced dimensions and versatility, it
can be useful as a two post lift.

What does it do?
The miniLIFT will lift the front of a vehicle up to four feet (bumper height) and
the rear of a vehicle up to five feet (bumper height). It takes 12 seconds to
elevate and 17 seconds to descend. This makes it ideal for bumper changes/
repairs, under vehicle inspections and estimates, and enables repairs all
over the vehicle to be carried out at a comfortable working height, reducing
operator fatigue.
Being air powered, it can be used inside or out, in spraybooths or anywhere
the air line can reach.

What makes it unique?
The miniLIFT’s combination of features – it’s compact, mobile and powerful.

Anything else?
The miniLIFT is part of the Astra range of products, manufactured in
Barcelona, Spain. As well as the miniLIFT and microBENCH, Project designer,
Alberto Bigini was also responsible for the Global Rotax and four post Car
Bench. Simon Lavender, Auto Bench, said, ‘We are really excited about the new
products, which are unique in their use of airbag technology. As soon as our
customers see them working, they are sold.’

Verdict
A few months ago, Auto Bench
visited PJM Coachworks near
Dartford to demonstrate the
miniLIFT. Bodyshop Manager
George Powell explained,
‘They left one behind for us to try out –
and we’ve now got two of them. We use
them all the time and are very pleased
with them. They’re particularly useful
for stripping and fitting, but you can use
them for almost anything. They’re a bit
different and they’re working well. I’d
definitely recommend the miniLIFT to
other bodyshops.’
George isn’t alone. Nick Tuke, General
Manager, Upminster Panel Craft in
Essex, describes the miniLIFT as ‘the
best bit of kit we’ve bought in years’. He
said, ‘There’s never a time when it’s not
being used. The painters fight over it
as it can go in the spraybooth. We use
it for bumper changes and it’s ideal for
suspension inspections for estimating.
The car feels really safe and it is in use
all day.’
Mick Bye, Bodyshop Manager, Six Mile
Garage, near Canterbury, agrees. He
said, ‘Hand on heart, the boys love it. We
have a small workshop with restricted
height and the miniLIFT is absolutely
perfect. I don’t know how we managed
without it.’
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